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Academic Year 2018- 2019 

First Term  

General Psychology Revision sheets   

Name: _______________                 Date: _______________ 

Grade: 10        Section: _____________            

Part A.  

Q.1 Circle the letter of your answer. 

1. Which is the result of psychological and cognitive process?  

A.  character      

B.  Behavior  

C.   Thinking      

D.  activities  

2. What is the scientific study of behavior and mental processes? 

A. physiology    B. Philosophy  

C. Psychology     D.  History   

3. Which processes involve conscious intellectual activity such as thinking, reasoning or 

remembering - all ways of processing information? 

A.  cognitive    B.  psychological  

C. theoretical     D.  empirical     

4. The act or result of being aware of the inner nature of things _______. 

A.  insight     B. cognitive  

C.  acquire     D.  test  

5. An assumption or perdition about behavior that is tested through scientific research ___. 

A. theory     B. basic science 

C.  hypothesis    D. applied science  

 

6. A set of assumption used to explain phenomena and offered for scientific study ____.  

A. theory     B. basic science 

C.  hypothesis    D. applied science  
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7. A psychologist who studies the basic elements that make up conscious mental experiences. 

A. psychologist     B. structuralist  

C.  behaviorist     D. cognitivist   

8. A psychologist who studies how physical and chemical changes in our bodies influenced our 

behavior ______.  

A. Psychologist   B. humanist     

    C.    behaviorist    D. cognitivist   

9. A psychologist who studies the function of consciousness ______.   

A. Psychologist   B. functionalist    

C.    behaviorist    D. cognitivist   

10. A branch of medicine that deals with mental , emotional or behavioral disorder ___.  

A. Basic science    B. biology    

C.    applied science   D. psychiatry    

11. What is the group to which an independent variable is applied is called? 

A. Variables     B. control group       

C.  experimental group   D. cogroup 

12. Research method in which the psychologist observes the subject in a natural setting 

without interfering ______. 

A. Naturalistic observation   B. specific observation   

C.  experimental observation  D. cross sectional observation 

13. What is the measure of a relationship between two variables or set of data is called? 

A. Correlation    B.  cross sectional study  

C.   case study     D.  longitudinal study  

14. A testable prediction about processes that can be observed and measured ______. 

A. scientific study    B.  hypothesis    

C. conclusion     D. experiment  

15. A way of learning about the world through collecting observations, proposing explanations 

for the observations, developing theories to explain them, and using the theories to make 

predictions about future occurrences or behaviors 

A. scientific method    B. experimental method         

C.   natural method   D. relative method  
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16. A transition period between childhood and adulthood ________.  

A. childhood      B. babyhood         

C.   tweenhood    D. Adolescence  

17. A process whereby an individual seeks to explain an often-unpleasant emotion or 

behavior in a way that will preserve his or her self esteem ___________. 

A. idealized thinking     B. moral development        

C.   rationalization     D. invulnerability  

18. A small exclusive group of people within a larger group_________.  

A. large group    B. small group         

C.   teen     D. Clique   

19. A serious eating disorder characterized by a fear of gaining weight that results in 

prolonged self-starvation and dramatic weight loss ___________.. 

A. depression     B. menarche        

C.   anorexia nervosa    D. spermarche   

20.   What year is psychology's "date of birth"? 

A. 1879    B. 1798       

C.   1978     D. 2878 

 Q.2 Write (T) in the parenthesis next to the true sentence and (F) in the parenthesis next 

to the false sentence. 

1. The change in thinking patterns is usually accompanied by changes in personality and 

social interactions as well.___________ 

2. Critical thinking grows out of the need for people to see themselves as decent and 

moral individuals .  __________ 

3. An individual's unique constellation of behavior traits is called personality . 

__________  

4. Unique is limited to a particular thing or person .  ____________ 

5. A period of inner conflict during which adolescent worry intensely about who they are 

called  identity crisis .  ____________ 

6. Personality development in adolescence is a simple phenomena . _________ 
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Q.3  Complete the sentence by putting the listed words in the correct space   

 [ hypothesis, theories, applied, insight, adolescence, basic science  

                   functionalist, psychology, understanding, authority] 

1.  ____________________   covers everything that people think , feel , and do . 

2. Psychology can provide useful  ________________ into behavior .. 

3. The pursuit of knowledge  about natural phenomena for its own sale is called  

____________________ 

4.  A  ______________________ is an educated guess about some phenomena .  

5.   _____________________ change  as new data improve our understanding , and a good theory 

becomes a source of additional ideas for experiments . 

6.   _____________________ science discovering ways to use scientific finding to accomplish 

practical goals.  

7. The primary aim of educational psychology is to contribute to an  _____________________of 

sound educational practices 

8.  _________________________ studies how animals and people adapt to their environment . 

9. _________________________ is also the time when an individual develops attitudes about  

sex and expectations about the gender role he or she will fill. 

10.  A person who is in command or in charge is called  _________________   

Q.4  Define the following :  

1. Variables :  ___________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

2. Correlation :___________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________. 

3. Case study : ___________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________  

4. Control group : _________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ . 

5. Rationalization:  _________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Q.5  Who am I ? 

1. I am a psychologist who studies how unconscious motives and conflicts determine human 

behavior, feelings and thoughts    

Ans  : ____________________________ 

2. I believe that each person has freedom in directing his or her future and achieving personal 

growth .  

  Ans : ________________________________ 

3.  I studies how physical and chemical changes in our bodies influence our behavior  

 Ans :  ________________________________ 

4.   I studies the function of  consciousness  

 Ans : ________________________________ 

Q.6 Match the following :  

A Ans B 

1. maturation  a. A unique set of characteristics that 

influence the way one thinks, acts and feels. 

2. anorexia nervosa  b. Relating to a particular category  

3.specific   c. Orderly changes in behavior  

4  personality   d.  Serious eating disorder  

 

Q.7  Answer the following questions : 

1. How can physical development affect emotional development? 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What is adolescence?  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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3. List three developmental tasks that adolescents must master. 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What behavioral changes accompany sexual maturation?     

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. What are the two basic ways that a psychologist might select a representative sample for 

survey ? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

6. What role do control group play ? 

 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. Why has adolescence been characterized as a time of stress and storm ? 

 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Why do psychologist always develop a hypothesis at the beginning of a research project ?  

 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 


